
 

ART REVIEW: Self to Cosmos and Back - Westmont graduate 
James Hapke has earned a solo show in the Arts Fund Gallery 
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ART REVIEW 

JAMES HAPKE, "LIGHT LIGHT" 

When: through May 19, 2012 

Where: Arts Fund Gallery, 205C Santa Barbara St. 

Gallery hours: 1 to 5 p.m., Tuesday through Saturday 

Information: 965-7321, www.artsfundsb.org 

Officially, young and promising artist James Hapke was last year's winner of the Individual 
Arts Award in the Printmaking category. But what we find in his one-person exhibition "Light 
Light" at the Arts Fund Gallery, one of the coveted prizes of this yearly competition, is a 
sense of an artist in growth and morph mode, burrowing into the printmaking medium while 

also springing outside its conventional parameters. 

Hapke studied English and Art at Westmont College and is also an impressive musician, as 

heard in his indie folk-rock band called Patience. Partly as a result, his Arts Fund show 
fulfills its function as an example of printmaking aplomb, while also hums with a certain 
creative restlessness and Renaissance Man-liness in the process. 

Roughly speaking, Hapke's points of reference and imagistic reference run from bones to 
galactic ramparts, from self-reflective body awareness to the cosmos and back. In pieces 
such as the mixed media work "Untitled (Man)" and the space-is-the-place-ish "Light Map," 
an iconic silhouetted figure of a man is set against evocations of cosmic debris and blankets 

of night stars. Both man's awe and alienation in the universe becomes an implied motif in 
images such as these. 

Hapke goes internal, by degrees and by instinct, with small but intriguing images such as 

"Wishbones" — a sly, fowl twist on the human anatomical drawing impulse throughout this 
show — and the atmospheric goop poetry of "Plasma." 



But the narrative lens zooms in close to the man behind the art, as well. In the tall collaged 
piece "Cumulative Self-Portrait" (now owned by the Westmont Art Museum, fittingly 

enough), the artist stitches together a series of pages from his school notebooks, filled with 
fleeting observations, relevant notes and thoughts, fragmentary anatomical drawings and 
allusions to Star Trek's Captain Kirk, for pop cultural reference. 

"Water Fall" suggests the natural vigor and freshness of its title in an abstracted way, with 
pale blue and white palette of color on thin, gauzy paper, suspended from a slender tree 
branch. The recurring theme of limbs — both human and arboreal — ranges from the literal 
etching "Limbs" to a more elaborate sculptural concoction, "Pulling Up, Pushing Down." 

Here, actual casts of forearms/hands, in both plaster and resin, are attached to a twig and 
starry sky-like scrolled fabric, commanding attention by virtue of its three-dimensional 
flourish amidst the compendium of two-dimensional artworks in the gallery. 

From that showier showpiece, Hapke also moves into the realm of the mysteriously 
hermetic in a piece like the large-ish woodcut "Gathering." While, at first blush, the image 

appears to be one of this show's more readably narrative images, of a gathering of people in 
a rocky quarry beneath a sheer and imposing cliff, the image is also inherently cryptic, a 
quality which the mythic, broad-stroking feel of woodcut only helps to accentuate. Closer, 
longer inspection reveals a slightly more ominous story in the picture, something out of a 

dream or possibly a parable. 

"Light Light," Hapke's first real one-person exhibition, plays out like the impressive portrait 
of the young artist as a project in progress, equipped with strong ideas and the expressive 

skills to continue the quest. 
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